Harmony® reduces interior odors and helps promote better indoor air quality.
IN TUNE WITH YOUR LIFESTYLE.

- Odor Eliminating Technology helps reduce common indoor odors, like those from cooking, smoke and pets*
- Formaldehyde Reducing Technology helps improve indoor air quality by reducing VOCs from possible sources like insulation, carpet, cabinets and fabrics*
- Mildew-resistant coating
- Great hide and a durable finish
- Zero VOC formula
- Available in flat, eggshell and semi-gloss

*The length of time Harmony actively reduces odors and formaldehyde depends on the concentration, the frequency of exposure and the amount of painted surface area.

Quality You Can Count On.

When it’s time to choose the perfect paint and color for your project, turn to the experts at Sherwin-Williams. With over 1,500 rich, beautiful colors, easy-to-use color selection tools, personalized service and exceptional quality paint, your neighborhood Sherwin-Williams store is here to help.

For all of your painting needs, Ask Sherwin-Williams.™